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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Princeton, New Jersey 

SCHOOL OF MATJIEMATICS 

ARMAND BOREL 

Armand Borel was born May 21, 1923, in Chaux-de-Fonds, 
Switzerland. He obtained his Ph.D. at Zilrich under Hopf and then 
studied for two years in Paris where he was influenced by H. Cartan 
and J. Leray. He taught for a year, 1951-52, in Lausanne, where 
his chief colleague was de Rham, and then came to the Institute for 
two years, 1952-54 . Then followed a year at the University of 
Chicago, and from 1955-57 he was professor at the Federal Institute 
of Technology in Zilrich . In 1957 he accepted the appointment to 
Professor of Mathematics at the Institute for Advanced Study. 

His main interests are in topology, continuous groups, 
differential geometry, algebraic geometry and algebraic groups. His 
work is highly original. It is characterized by depth and is done from 
a broad perspective. Few-- if any--living mathematicians have his 
breadth of knowledge. 
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A.'l'.{}1AND BOREL 

The School of Mathematics nominates Armand Borel for a professorship. As 
a young man who has already achieved great distinction in the field of mathematics 
there is every indication that he bas a great ~areer before him. 

Borel and his wife are Swiss (French) and at present he has a professorship 
at the Technical University of Zurich (ETH) where Professor Weyl was a professor for 
many years at the beginning of his career. He obtained his Ph.D. at Zurich under 
Hopf and then studied for two years in Paris where he was influenced-by H. Cartan 
and Leray. It was at this time that he met Serre. The two have bad a number of 
cormnon interests and have written several important joint papers. After. his stay in 
Paris he taught for a year in Lausanne, where his chief colleague was de Rham, and 
then came to the Institute for two years. While in Princeton he wrote a great deal 
and was very active in conducting seminars both here and at the University. His 
lectures were influential both places, especially the ones at the University on bis 
own contributions to homogeneous spaces and the ones here on symmetric spaces which 
he presented in a very clear way and with many improvements of his own. 

In the summer between his two years here he was invited for six weeks to 
the Summer Institute on Lie Groups conducted in -Maine by the American Mathematical 
Society. At this meeting he was one of the chief speakers and while there he began 
collaborations with Chevalley and Mostow. In the same summer he was invited to 
lecture in Mexico City and according to report his lectures there were well received. 
Both he and his wife have more of an interest in art and archeology than the average 
layman and they round Mexico of interest for this ~eason as well as others. 

While at the Institute he gave invited hour addresses at a number of 
places, possibly the most important of these was one at a meeting of the American 
Mathematical Society in New York. He was offered temporary or permanent positions 
at several leading universities, including California, Chicago, Illinois, Princeton, 
and Yale. He took a position at Chicago for the year after he left here (1954-1955). 
Throughout his stay in the United states he was aware that Hopf, Eckmann, and the 
other mathematicians at Zurich were anxious to have him return there . He was 
conscious of the advantages of both Europe and America but when he was fonnally 
offered a newly created professorship at Zurich he accepted and returned to Switzer
land in August 1955. }iassachusetts Institute of Technology plans to offer him a 
visiting position next year at a salary of ¢11,000 and he has already been approached 
in an informal way about this. 

His main mathematical interests are in topology, continuous groups, and 
differential geometry, although his most recent work has been in algebraic groups 
using the methods of algebraic geometry. At Zurich he received a thorough training 
under Hopf in the first three topics, as all of Hopf's students do. Hopf has had 
many students, including Eckmann and Samelson, who have become fine mathematicians, 
but it is agreed that Borel is unquestionably the outstanding one of these and that 
he ranks among a very few of the best young mathematicians in the world. Serre, 
for ex.ample, has given it as his considered opinion that no young man is a stronger 
candidate for a position here. His knowledge is unusually wide and thorough and 
his many papers are unif onnly on a very high and powerf'ul level. He communicates 
freely and easily with others and his judgment is balanced and thorough. He is a 
very clear lecturer and as a colleague is friendly and has diverse interests. 
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Since 1948 Mathematics has lost five permanent people by death or retirement 
(Alexander, Mayer, Siegel, Veblen, Weyl) and during this period has gained only four 
permanent people (Beurling, Montgomery, Selberg, Whitney). In addition von Neumann 
is on leave so that the number of mathematicians here on permanent appointment, which 
has always been rather small, has been reduced. On the other hand the field of 
mathematics has grown tremendously so that a modest expansion, rather than the oppo
site, is necessary. 

It is against this background that this nomination is made. Although age 
has not been a determining factor, it has played a small part and the fact that 
Borel is 32 would have the advantage of giving a variety in ages and thereby con
tributing to the continuity and stability of the department. His interest is some
what more algebraic than is the case for most of us and this would be advantageous, 
although a man's field, like his age, would not by itself be a decisive factor o 

A great deal of his work has been in the topological properties of Lie 
groups and their homogeneous spaces, a subject in which early contributions were 
made by Weyl and especially by E. Cartan. The work was carried on by Pontrjagin 
and Hopf and later by H. Cartan, Chevalley, ·A. Weil and others. In the last few 
years the major contributions have been made by Borel. For compact Lie groups and 
their homogeneous spaces, great progress has been made, though many important 
questions remain. For the case of compact homogeneous spaces of non-compact groups 
rather little progress has been made and this topic remains largely unexplored. 
Borel has some contributions in this direction and it is one of several topics, 
which, with his background, he might be led to pursue. 

Before stating a few of Borel's results we mention and describe certain of 
the tools and concepts of frequent occurence in this work. Some of these are spec
tral sequences, Whitney characteristic classes, principal bundles, universal bundles, 
transgressions and classif'ying spaces. Given a compact Lie group G and a closed 
subgroup H it is possible to form the homogeneous space G/H on which G acts transi
tively. Spectral sequences were devised by Leray to study the relations among the 
homology properties of a fiber space, the fiber, and the base space. One important 
case is that where G is the f~ber space, H is the fiber, and G/H the base space. 
The use- of spectral sequences by Borel was by no means routine, and in fact it has 
been work by him and Serre which has helped to establish the importance of spectral 
sequences. The transgression is a relation between certain cycles in G and in G/H. 
A space E is a principal bundle with structural group G if G is a transformation 
group acting on E in such a way that no element of G except the identity leaves any 
point fixed. The space E or Ea. is called n-universal if its homology groups are 
trivial up to dimension n. SUch spaces exist for any n including n infinite. The 
base space (the space of orbits) of such a universal bundle Ea. is called a classi
fying space Ba· 

We shall now mention a few of Borel's results more or less at random. In 
one of his first papers, written with de Siebenthal, all closed subgroups of a com
pact Lie group of equal rank with the group are determined. In another he determined 
all compact Lie groups which can be transitive on a sphere or a torus. There had 
been work on this problem before but he introduced entirely new methods which simpli
fied and completed the analysis of this situation. If G is a connected Lie group 
(in general not compact) and H a closed connected subgroup then G/H has at most two 
"ends". In case it has two ends it is the topological product of a compact subspace 
and a line. If H is not connected G/H may have many ends. Together with Serre he 
proved that Euclidean space cannot be fibered with a compact fiber. He also proved 
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that if Euclidean space is fibered by a non-compact fiber, then both the fiber and 
the base have the homology properties of a Euclidean space, and that it is imposs
ible to fiber a sphere with a fiber which is a product of spheres. 

In a joint paper with Serre a study was made of the Steenrod reduced 
powers for the classical groups and th~ir classifying gpaces. As a.~ application 
it was proved that no sphere, except S and possibly S , can be given a complex 
analytic structure. In another joint paper with Serre it was shown that some of 
the five exceptional groups have torsion. This was done by defining and studying 
the p-rank of compact Lie groups. 

In a long paper in the Annals of ~..a.thematics a few years ago, Borel gave 
an extension of Hopf's theorem on homology of groups on H-spaces to many kinds of 
coefficients. Roughly speaking the result is that the homology of a group space is 
like the homology of a topological product of odd dimensional spheres. It is in 
this paper that he obtains results on the homology of classifying spaces, and 
connects it with the homology of G through the use of transgression and the univers
alJ..y transgressive elements of G. In the same paper are many new results on the 
homology of compact Lie groups and their homogeneous spaces. Combined with later 
papers hi~ results in these directions are very thorough and complete. The simul
taneous study of groups, homogeneous spaces, and universal bundles has shed new light 
on all these subjects. The development of this approach has been one of his best 
achievements. The results have been many and varied. 

He has written two short notes with Lichnerowicz on differential geometry, 
and recently has collaborated with Hirzebruch to obtain results on the Whitney classes 
of homogeneous spaces. A great deal of his most recent work has been on algebraic 
groups. Using the methods of algebraic geometry he has written a paper to appear in 
the Annals in which he extends and simplifies the results of Chevalley's two recent 
books on algebraic groups. 

A paper of his in the Proceedingpof the National Academy studies homo
geneous spaces with an invariant complex KMhler structure. In the compact case all 
such manifolds are algebraic and admit a complex analytic cellular decomposition. 
In the non-compact case they are complex analytically fibered with compact fibers. 
As an application he gives a partial solution to one of E. Cartan's problems by 
showing that a bounded complex domain with a transitive semi-simple group is 
symmetric. Some of his work with Mostow has been on Lie algebras and fixed points 
of automorphisms. 

Some of Borel's expository lectures have been published in mimeographed 
form and have been widely read. The ones given in Zurich in 1951 (95 pages) are a 
very clear and readable introduction to fiber spaces and the methods of Leray with 
application and improvements by Borel. 
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C. Chevalley 
1 2ue l"! Prory 
Faris (17) }ranee 

Dear Professor :rorse , 

December 20 , 1955 

Since Serre is out of the race, I do not think that any mathematician of the 
post-war generation would have better titles to recommend him for a professorship 
at the Institute than Armand Borel. His work this far extends in two different 
directions, although in both cases it is centered around group theory. Chronolog
icalJy, his first subject of interest was the topology of Lie groups. The homology 
with real coefficients had already been determined, but the very difficult question 
of the homology with integral coefficients (or with coefficients modulo p) was 
practically unexplored (except for some isolated results). Borel introduced a 
general ~ethod for the study of this problem and his results give an almost complete 
determination of the homology groups. The core of his work lies in a wide general
ization of the algebraic content of Jopf 's theorem, a generalization which applies 
to algebras over fields of any characteristic. Borel's most recent work is concerned 
with the theory of algebraic groups, and, specifically, with applications of algebraic 
geometry to this theory. ~ere again, progress was blocked before him because the 
knovm methods (use of the Lie algebra) were unable to give any inf'ormation on the 
case of positive characteristic. Borel created an entirely neH method, and obtained 
very deep results not only on groups of characteristi~ -/: 0, but also on classical 
groups over the complex numbers (in particular, a proo~ of a result stated about 
15 years ago by Mor ozov, but which had never been correctly established). What is 
perhaps even more important, 3orel ' s method gives an entirely new insight on the 
significance of the notions of weights and roots in the classical representation 
theory of Lie groups . 

Generally speaking, Borel's work may be characterized by an alliance of 
two qualities : power of the results and elegarce of the methods , which it is rare 
to find together to such an extent i.11 the wort of ary mathematician. 3esides , he 
is very versatile in his interests; he is not only fa.J1iiljar with topology, with 
group theory and with algebraic geometry, but he also knows differential geometry 
very well, although he has not published anything on this subject yet. As for his 
qualities as an expositor and a professor, I think that I have no need to tell you 
about them, since you have had the opportunity to observe them at first hand in 
Princeton . 

iiowever, since Borel has just been called to the Polytechnicum in Zurich, 
it is not at all certain that he would accept an invitation at the Institute, should 
you decide to pr0ffer c;uch an invitation; I have no guess myself as to what his 
reaction would be in such a case. In case Borel would not be available, I would 
like to bring t o your attention the nal'1es of some other mathematicians of about the 
same age group who would, in my opinion, deserve full consideration: I think 
particularly of Harish- Chandra, of Tate and of Kolchin. 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ C. Chevalley 
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Report on Armand Borel 

Armand Borel is one of the best young mathematicians in 
the world. He is comparable with Gleason in the United States, and wi.th 
Jean-Pierre Serre in France. 

He is 32 years old; he was 26 when he published his first 
papers. Without ceasing since that time he has published numerous and 
very valuable papers and increased widely the domain of his knowledge which 
now includes a large part of mathematics. 

He knows thoroughly the theory of Lie groups, algebraic 
topology and differential geometry. He knows very well the theory of 
several complex variables and algebraic geometry. 

A simple look at his papers shows how rich and diversified 
are the theorems he has obtained. The study of their proofs is necessary 
for understanding the deep originality of his work: often he finds such 
fundamental properties of the theory he is using that this theory takes a 
new character. 

He is a great worker; passionately fond of mathematical 
research, with an exceptionally powerful mind. Somewhat shy formerly, 
he has now a fair and reasonable self-confidence. He has always been very 
cooperative. 

Jean Leray 

December 2, 19.5.5 
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Department of 
Mathematics 

Professor D. Montgomery 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Deane : 

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
Princeton New Jersey 

December 1, 1955 

f Qf I 

This is a reply to your request for my opinion of the mathematical work 
of Armand Borel. 

Briefly, he is a mathematician of the first rank. If I had to order the 
younger mathematical group, I would place Serre first, then Borel and Thom in a 
tie for second. I don't know any young American mathematician who belongs in the 
same class with these three. 

I met Borel in ¥..ay 1951. At that time Leray spoke very highly of Borel's 
thesis (which Leray was reading then). At my urging, Borel published his thesis 
in the Annals. It took some time before the algebraic topologists of this country 
could understand and appreciate his achievement. During the year 1952-53, while 
he was at the Institute, he lectured at my seminar for two months. 

As you know, the greater part of his work has to do with the cohomology 
of Lie groups and of their classifying spaces. It constitutes the first big advance 
in the subject since the work of Pontrjagin and Hopf. It also comes close to 
finishing the subject. At least it is difficult to find. questions which have not 
been answered. 

Borel's methods are being extended and applied by H. Cartan, G. Whitehead, 
and J.Moore to the study of the spaces of loops of topological spaces. They are an 
integral part of the present program for calculating the homotopy groups of spaces. 

I place Serre's work ahead of Borel's for several reasons. First, Serre's 
results have been more startling; second, Serre's work covers more ground, it is 
more varied in scope and interest; and finally, his ability as an expositor is 
excellent. I grant that Borel is a good expositor on the level of generalities 
(witness his recent article in the Bulletin); however, when it comes to the details 
of proofs, he borders on incomprehensibility. Serre's papers are beautifully clear. 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Nonnan E. Steenrod 

Norman E. steenrod 

NES :vn 
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I 
Faculte des Sciences 
INSTITUT HENRI POirlCARB 
11, rue Pierre-Curie (5e) 

Professor Marston t1orse 
The Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, N.J. 

Cher Monsieur, 

, 
illHVERSITE DE PARIS 

Paris, le 15 december 1955 

Excusez-moi, je vous prie, de n'avoir pas pu repondre immediatement a votre 
lettre du 30 novembre. 

Vous me demandez mon op:uuon sur Armand Borel. Je ne puis pas pretend.re 
connaitre a fond toute son oeuvre scientifique, qui est deja considerable; mais 
je pense en avoir cependant une idee asse~ precise pour me permettre d 1 exprimer 
un jugement d'ensemble. Ce jugement est extremement favorable, et js sais que 
d'autres collegues mathematiciens, bien places pour Juger son oeuvre, l'ont egale
ment en tres haute estime. 

Borel est aujourd 1hui l 1 W1 des honnnes qui connaissent le rnieux la theorie 
des groupes de Lie sous ses aspects algebrique et topologique, et dans ses rela
tions avec la geometrie differentielle et la geometrie algebrique. Il n'est pas 
du tout un 11 specialiste" au sens etroit du terme: s 1il possede parfaitement les 
techniques et les resultats auxquels il a d'ailleurs apporte une contribution 
originale essentielle, il domine suffisarrnnent les problemes pour ne jamais perdre 
de vue les connexions necessaires avec les autres domaines des mathematiques. I1 
a une grande puissance de travail, et est capable d 1 assirniler beaucoup sans devenir 
superficiel; jamais satisfait, il s•attaque constamment a de nouveaux problemes, 
qu 1il choisit difficiles; et il reussit a etendre toujours son champ d 1action tout 
en evitant la dispersion. 

Il est evident que Borel a tire un profit COLSiderable des annees qu•il a 
recemment passees aux Etats-Unis. Je ne sais s'il desire y retourner dans un 
avenir imm.ediat. 

Vous me demandez de vous suggerer eventuellement le nom d'un autre mathema
ticien de moins de quarante ans. Je pense qu 1 on pourrait aussi songer a Harish
Chandra, dont 1 1 oeuvre extremement brillante autorise tous les espoirs et le 
place des maintenant parmi les mathematiciens de grande envergure. Je ne voudrais 
pas etablir un classement entre Armand Borel et Barish- Chandra. 

Puis-je profiter de cette occasion pour vous prier d'accepter, cher Monsieur, 
ainsi que Mrs. Morse, nos meilleurs voeux de No~l et de nouvel an? Ma fennne est 
tres sensible a votre aim.able souvenir et se joint a moi pour vous exprimer nos 
sentiments respectueux. 

/s/ H. Cartan 

Henri Cartan 
95 boulevard Jourdan 
Paris (14) 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

To : Director 1 s Office 

From: R. Barnett 

Dr. Armand Borel left IAS on July 12 . 19.54 
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~.B . 
Mexico, 9/26/53 
Armand Borel 
M8thematical Institute 
Tacuba 5 
Mexi co City 

De ar Mrs.Barne +t, 

We will arrive at Princeton on 

October 15th. 
I do not remember exactly how these 

things ?re arra~ged, but of course I agree 

to pay the ren~of our aupartment (7F Good

man Road), from October 1st, if this i s 

customary. 

Sincerely . yours 

~-
(A.Borel) 
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17' 19 .. :J.L 

ar n tozie1·~ 

• 
Thin is o c l"tify that !le Inutituto for d nno Bt.udy dos c110 ted 

Dr. !llld Jor 1 a. p rt.ieipant. in onr cnan - isitor Prorrra en 
a ·as inv:tted co e . r or t 0 I:nstit te for tba 8Clidcmic y ari 

19$2-1953 and l953-l95h. Tc n- r s1 nod t.> tha ro rau of t Instit t.a 
is ,a. P-156. 

. a very c · t.o re<;p nd that he bo lonced fro:a our ch'angc-
isitor Pro ram and accepted as a partici?ant int ·:change- ')sitor 
Progn:.m or tho Univorsity of Chicago, aa bio l rship at tba In t'tute 

for tidvuneo' Study concluded with tho cncordc r nnd be will und r 
the eporwonmi or tb<t UDiversity of Chicago a..."'t r July l, 1954. 

,.. , .obert . • Stozier 
The Univor:iity of Ch.:.ce.go 
Obi.ca o 31, Illinoto 

Sincerely yours, 

{ ~ • lt.h r. ett) 
1Do1Btnnt to the C noral lallat;er 

• 
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March 20, 1954 

Dear Mr. Z:t.rnmorman 1 

I ru:1 enclosing an application to mcterid the time of temporayy 
etay !or .Mrs . Gabrielle Aline Borel, wife of Dr • .Arm.and Borel, a 
visiting iei:iber of the Institute for J.dvance:d Study for the acade:nic 
years 19S2ul953 and 195a-1954. 

Dr. Borel, as a Member of the Institute is engac;ed in full t · e 
advanced re~ea.rch in our School of ~{athematics , and iri supported by 
a grant-in-atd of 4 , 250. 00 for the year. Mrs . Borel would appreciBte 
an extension of six tt.ont.hs in order to remain with her husband who 
expectosto complete his researchos in the summer of 19$. 

Also enclosed is Passport---1 2091491, Visitor's Per;nit # Tl~2285, 
a.'ld Dr. Borel 1 s check to the at"'D.int of ')10 . 00 . 

The Instit~te for AdTanced Study ld.11 graatly appreciate every 
1 . 

considerat·on shown 1{rs .Berel•s application for a renewal of her permit • 
• 

Mr. Ktµtl I . Zin:merraan 
~istri.ot Director 
!1111?1.i.gration and Naturalization Service 
Lafayette Bc.ilding 
5th and Chestnut Streets 
Philadelphia 6, Pennsylvania 

Enc: 

Sincerely yours , 

(Mrs . Ruth w. Barnett) 
Assistant to the General Manager 
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29 January 1954 

Dear Dr. Hestenes: 

At the request of Dr . Lowell c. Paige, I am 
glad to give you the following information about Dr. Armand 
Borel: 

Borm May 21, 1923, ~haux de Fonds , Switzerland 

Degrees: Diploma for mathematician, Federal 
Institute of Technology, Zurich, 
April 1947 

At tache de recherches au Centre de la rechercbe 
scientifique, Paris, Nov. 49 - July 50 

Ass istant, Federal Institute of Technology, 
Zurich, 1947-49 

Supplying Professor for Algebra, university of 
Geneva, 1950-52 

Member, Institute for Advanced Study, 1952-53, 
195.3-54 

I hope this info:mation is satisfactory. 

Dr • . Magnus R. Hestenea, lluairman 
Depar"""nent of Mathematics 
Univer~ity of California 
Los Angeles, California 

Sincerely yours, 

(ltrs .. ~ilder Hobson) 
Director•s Office 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS February 23rd, 1953 

Prof. 
~. Oppenheimer 

Dear Prof. Opnenheimer, 

I thank you ve::y much for your _etter informing 'Ile that I 

am of=ered a renewa_ of my membership in the Institute for the next 

academic year. 

Of course , I ~ccept with great pleasure this offer, which 
VJi_l a::..:: ow rr~e to work for another year under perfect conditions. 

(A.Borel) . 
\ 

' • 
) 

• ' ·-., . , 
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cc: Directors files. 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON , NEW JERSEY 

ebru ry 2.1952 . 

Dear Dr Borel : 

Your letter to ~ Oppenhelmor on the subJeot o~ visa 
arranFo ents has been roferre~ to me, and I am lad to be able to 
rurnlah what 1nform~t1on we have available. 

-~Y , 1f not moat. of ow:- members from abroad have come 
to the Institute under the £xohange program, and on the ~hole this 
might be the preferable oourse ro1 you to adopt . Ro e7er , I am sure you 
will und~rotand that 1t 1v not alvays easy fo~ us ln Irincet n to 
ma posit_v~ reco endnt1ons s to modee or entry ln~casea where 
there are altcrnat1ves to choee from, since th~ choice n turally 
~ panda upon the ?lans and prereronces of the ember. 

The ~zchan o p~o s.m ~echod trough 111 brln you to 
Princeton vlth minimum or red tape ; and should you decide to une 
th1s cethod, the neaeseary documentct1on 1s encloeed. 

A quota 11ll1~1 ration visa ia anoth&r poss1b111ty but 
it 1s pl n th t la usually selected by members who expect to be 
residing tor long perlodo in the United St tee, or ho expect to 
become United Statea c1t1zenc . 

A third poes1b111ty 1o to ke uae or ~eot1on 4(d) 
ot the I 1gr~uon het vhich per:-it the entr nee of certain cle see 
ct people outside the quota. lt -orm1ts entry or : 

'An 1mm1grant who oontinuoualy for at least tvo years 
1~~ediately preced!n the time or hls a pl1catlon for admissi on 
to the United States h s been, and w~o seeks to enter the 
n,1ted State& solely tor the pur,>ose of o r ry1ng on the 
vooat1on of mln1ater or any religious denom1nst1on. or 
proressor of college, ~ eay. ae~1nar or unlver&lty; and 
h1. ife nd hie unm&.r~ied children under 18 ye rG of age, 
it ~acom~anyin~ or follovin to Jo1n him. " 

~ome further dAsor1pt1ve m•tter on Seetlon 4(d) ~ay 
be or interest : 

•An applicant for a non- ouota 1mm1~rat1on v1 a as a 
1 protesoor ' .• . . ord1nar11y should be require to how that ho 
has aotunlly been en~aged in p.!ving instr uc tion to students 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

as a member ot the faoulty in a r ecognized ooll ege, academy , 
seminary or university and that this vocation has constituted 
his principal occup ation ...... " 

And again: 

uA profes sor may be r equired to present a oontraot of 
employment in an educa tional institution as evidence of hie 
purpose in coming to the United States •••. 1 

And further: 

ffNon-quota status under sect i on 4(d) of the Aot should be 
accorded to the wite and children of a minister or professor 
only when the latter obtains or hae obt ained a section 4(d) 
immigration visa thereby showing he has qualified under the 
section cited. " 

I hope th1s brief outline may be ot some service and if 
there is anything at any t1me we can do to facilitate your visit 
please do no t hesitate to let u s know. 

Naturally entry under t he Immi gration Aot takes a good deal 
of time owing the amount or checking involved, and how much time 
depends l argel y on the state ot' the quota. There is a wide variation 
between different countriee. 

For example in the summer of 1951, 1n Engl and, it was actually 
simpler to obtain entry ae a quota i mmigrant than it was to obtain 
non-quota entry under section 4(d) . This was because t he quota was wide 
open. Insofar as your own country is coneerned Consular officials 
will be able to supply ful l particulars. 

Dr Armand Borel, 
17 Rue de la Fleche, 
Geneva, Switzerland. 

Si ncerely Yours 

Ruth Barnett 
Assistant to the General anager 
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Dear Dr. 0 Jpenbeimer , 

Geneva , 1/28/ i;;-2 
Armand Borel 
17 rue de la Fl ecbe 
Geneva 
Svritzerland 

As you v'rote to me l ast November, I have got a membership in 

t he Institute (School of Ii1at heCTa ics), for t he Academic Year 1952- 53 , 
with a grant i n aid of S 3500 .-. 

Now Ir.ant to write to you about my visa . In the Consulate 

general in Geneva I have been told that I could not go to the States 

with a simpl e visitor visa, as I s ha::..:.. receive money f DDm the Insti 

tute . 'i\~o solutions vere nronosed to ~e . 

a) The Institute sends me a le ter testifying that I am a vi 

s itor under the h~cbange Program ? - 156 (if I 2m not mistaren) of the 

Institute. This allows me to receive money f r6m the Institute , but 

from no othe source , vith a visitor visa . 

b) I get an i IIlI'1 i gration visa . This of course gives me comnlete 

freedon , bua there are so1e pos ible drav·backs , for instance it o=ten 
costs ~uch time to get it . 

I have been advised to adopt the second so:..ution, especia:..:..J ~ 
I do not know exactly what I shal:.. do after my sojou!"n in Princeto4i, 

but £ have been told that the Institute is ve~y we:..:.. informed about 

such L1at ters , and probably more qtrnlified to te:..:... me the best thing 

to do ; therefore, before undertaking anything definite, I would ~p

preciate it deen~y I f I cou::..d rece ive advice from t he Institute. 

Also if you think the f irst solution is the better , I should be 

very thankful to you if you send me the required letter . 

I thank you very much in advance for your care in that matter 

and I am 

fai t bful_y rour~ 
~-;---

(.A • .borel) 
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Dear Dr . Oupenheimer , 

Geneva, Dec.6th, 1 5::... 
Armand .tS ore l 

Dept. of 1:~ thematics 

University of Geneva 

Geneva , 

I thank you very much for your letter. Of course 

I accept with great nleasure the membership in the Institute which 

is offered to me for the academic year 1952- 53 . 

I am ve~y thankful to the Inst tute for this membership, 

which wi l::... a::...lov· me to do research work under perfect condi ti -ms 

and with the help of Profes ~ ors I have been admiring f or a long time 

Verv truly yo(U'S 

"J0 
A .Borel 
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THE I~STITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUD~ 
0 r• " . 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 
.r •• ssell 

rovember 27, 1951 

Dr. Armand Borel 
17 rue de la fleche 
Geneva, S it~erla,J.d 

Dear Dr . Forel s 

It gives ne great plea,,lre tell that the 
School of thematics of the Ipstjiute or Advanced Study has 
recoI:Illlended that you be offer6d ~~ ~~ rship at the Lristi~~te 
for 1951-1952 ~th a grant of ·~5 C. You will f rcsently 
receiv~ for~ notice of~ ~re~~~ Oppcnhc:ir.!er, the 
Director of the Institr(e..-~ ~~ Study. Y:mr r:,..ar ·~ble 
work in topology has a sed g1} t inte!'t'st here- . 

Yo:i '!an "' r.n • .. llG.; .about living conditions in 
Princetl)n fro::n :.a · Ho.: t . '!lh[ academic year at the Institute 
runs .fr~.m. abo· ,$epte:ili 29, 1952, to about ,pril 9, 1953. Fo!" 
.furth<?r inf on. a iion co erning hous:i.!JJ 70'!1 can ;-;ri tc to t:rs . P.uth 
Ba..T'Ilett, Assis ,1 t to ' General. ·an~-~r, atatin hon r..:l.."V 
rooms you need . hA !:latitutc .for dvanced ~tudy has a smtll 
mmber of apartn:.ents which may becom1; available . It is necessary 
to apply at the earliest moment. 

e hope tba t you ca..'1 accept this ofi'er. 
good wish, I am 

ith every 

Very truly yours, 

l!arston rse 
lllcdu 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVAN CED STUDY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

Application for Membership 

F irst or Second 
School of ------'l=~=a'-"t=h::...:e:...::m=a=t-=-.:;;;;i'""""c_s _______ __ Academic Y ear __ 1~9~5_2~/~5~3~- Term Only both 

Name in Full -~B~O~R'-".E=::,,__ _ _ _,,.A:r.=r,,_,m,.,,,,a"°'n"-'d"------------ Date of Application liovember_ 11 tbJ,. ' 51 

Permanent Address _ _...l....J7'---'r"'--"'n""e,,___,.,d..,.e'----'l ....... a.._,F,,___,,.l '"""e'"""'c=b~e'--------- Citizenship _ __ S_w_i_· _ii_s _________ _ 

Present Address _ _ ___:G:....;e::...:n=-=vv_:....::a:..;;_-_-'-S-'-w....:i::...t_o....:_z_e_r_l_a_n_d _______ _ Place of Birth Cbaux de ii'onds - Swi tz~ 

Academic Degrees (Please give date and place received) Date of Birt h ---'~'-f-/ ...... 2 .... 1-1-J ..... 2~3L__ ______ _ 

B.S. / A.B. Dinlom ::or mathematician , fnom the Marital Status __ m ........ ru"""in._.r..__,,,i.._,e"'"'d=------ ---

M. A. Federal Institute of Technology, Number of Children ___ n_o_n_e ______ _ 

Ph.D. --=Z=ur=-=ich , Switzerland - Anril 1947 

Major Subject -----=ac.:1:..cg:>:e=-b=r--=a==i=-· c=----'t~o=-u-"--"-0-=l'-o"-'g_.y~------

Minor Subjects __ __.L~ll!.._· _,,.e'--Cg.,.r...._,.o'-"u"'-;p~s'-------------

Ages of Children------------

Please indicate whether your wife and/ or children 
will accompany you : 

Proposed Field of Work a l gebra dvtop ology and 
[{<] Wife; [ ] Children 

continuous groups 

F or mer Fellowships or Scholarships Held (Please give name, dates and places of study) 

Dates Name Place 
------------------- -

~o~. 49-July50 attache de recherches au Paris, France 

Centre de l a r ecber che scienti<fue _ ____________ ____ _ 

For mer and Present Teaching Positions (~lease give dates, place and rank) 

Dates 194 7-49 Place Federal Institut e of Rank assi s tant 

1950- 52 

References 

Name 

------- ----- --------
Tec h nology, Zurich 

Uni versity of Geneva _supul y ing Prof. for algebra 

(Names of three professors under whom you have worked or studied. The applicant himself must ask that letters of 
recommendation from these individuals, testifying as to character and scientific abilities, be directed to the individual 
at the Institute with whom application directly is being made.) 

Prof : H. Hopf 

Prof . E . Stiefel 

Pr of . J . Lerav 

Address E . T . H, Zurich, Switzerland 

E . T . H. Zuricb, Swi tzerland 

Honors and Societies membe .... of' the Swiss mat hematical Soci~ty and of the French 

ma themati c al Soc i ety 

Intended R esearch: Please submit with this application, in duplicate, a brief outline of your previous and intended research. 
iiT&..f: 

Publications: A list of publications, with titles and complete references, should be attached in duplicate. ~i@&-of your thesis 
should be sent to us, as well as reprints of publications that are available. (Copy of thesis not required.Joo S-ehool 

"'ef-Historieal-S-tuclietj'-

Grant-in-aid Only a limited number of memberships are available each year with grants-in-aid. It would therefore be helpful to us 
to know : (please check) 

[)(J Whether you will require financial assistance; 

[ ] Whether you are able to accept a membership without a grant; or 

[ ] W hether you plan to come to the Institute under a fellowship from another source : (please indicate source) 

(Please return this form in duplicate to the individual with whom applicant has been in contact.) 
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